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Welcome
Welcome From
From The
The Chief
Chief Editor
Editor
It’s here! It’s here!

Meanwhile, stay tuned. Meemaw and myself have
been brainstorming about some additional regular
columns that may find their way into The PCLinuxOS
Magazine very soon. We have a few more details to
work out, but have made some progress.

Of course, I’m talking about the first 2011 release of
PCLinuxOS. Dubbed the “06.11” release, it has the
latest version of KDE (4.6.4), the 2.6.38 Linux
kernel, X.org Server 1.10.2, and updated video
drivers. It also sports a new look, with brushedmetal
wallpaper and splash screens.

July brings the American celebration of
independence from England, with the 4th of July
holiday. For the rest of the northern hemisphere,
July brings the beginning of some of the hottest
summer weather of the year. Meanwhile, those living
in the southern hemisphere are well into winter.

An updated, 2011 ISO of PCLinuxOSLXDE has
also been released, in both a “full” and light version.
It also sports the 2.6.38 Linux kernel, X.org Server
1.10.2, updated video drivers, and a new look using
new brushed metal graphics.

This month’s cover, by Meemaw, depicts the
American 4th of July holiday, when families gather to
celebrate that independence from England 235
years ago with fireworks, picnics and family
cookouts.

Updated Gnome, Xfce, Openbox and e17 versions
will be released soon. As is typical for a PCLinuxOS
rolling release, there is no need to reinstall … just so
long as you have maintained an updated system by
routinely (and regularly) updating your 2010
installation via Synaptic.
This month, we start up a new series of articles that
cover the Openbox releases of PCLinuxOS. We also
continue our series on using Scribus, photo viewers,
WindowMaker on PCLinuxOS, backup basics, and
alternate operating systems. With the “Ladies of
PCLinuxOS” article series, we get to learn more
about another female member of the PCLinuxOS
community. This month, we learn more about
melodie.

Until next month, I wish each of you peace,
happiness, serenity and tranquility.

Game Zone makes a return, with a reprint of a blog
entry by Igor Ljubuncic at Dedoimedo.com about
how to install DirectX in Linux using Wine, opening
up access to a much greater number of Windows
games that can be played on Linux using Wine.
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Openbox:
Openbox: An
An Overview
Overview
by Paul Arnote (parnote)
If you are like most PCLinuxOS users, you have an
old computer stuck back in a closet. Like most
PCLinuxOS users, you cannot bear the thought of
an older computer that has any life left in it sitting
idle, especially if you can find a good use for that
computer.
Openbox can resurrect and repurpose that old
computer that’s just gathering dust in the back of
that closet. With minimal hardware requirements,
Openbox can breathe new life into that old
computer, and provide a very usable second
computer.
History & Background
To get a real feel for the history of Openbox, you
have to go back in time to a point before Openbox
came to fruition. Openbox was originally derived
from the X window manager Blackbox. Blackbox
was created in 1997 as a lightweight X window
manager, and was written in C++ with entirely
original code. Along about Blackbox 0.65, Openbox
was spun off, and is written entirely in C.

Openbox, currently at version 3.4, has been devoid
of any remaining Blackbox code since version 3.0.
The Openbox project is written primarily by Dana
Jansens of Carleton University in Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada. Openbox also serves as the window
manager for the LXDE desktop environment.
Putting It To Use
I have installed Openbox on an IBM Thinkpad T23,
running a Pentium III 1.13 GHz processor, with 512
MB RAM, and a S3 SuperSavage IX/C graphics
card with 8 MB video RAM. To say that the T23 is
fast and responsive running Openbox is an
understatement. With the low CPU demands and
low memory overhead of Openbox, the T23 acts like
a new computer. I can only imagine how fast and

responsive Openbox is on a newer computer with a
faster, more modern processor and more memory.
Of course, I have fully updated my system, since the
latest Live CD is from November, 2010. I am running
the 2.38.x kernel, along with X.org 1.9.5. Above is a
screen shot that shows my CPU and memory usage.
These values are after all the tweaks I’ve applied to
my Openbox installation. For example, I’m running
tilda in the background, and using gnomepower
manager as my battery notification and power
manager. Tint2, a lightweight panel replacement,
serves as my panel. All information comes from
running htop at the command line prompt in tilda.
Below (next page) is my tweaked Openbox desktop,
displaying a custom wallpaper I created a few years
ago. I’ve applied a custom Openbox window theme,
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older computer you may have lying around. Will it
make your Pentium III with 512 MB RAM behave like
a new computer with a quadcore processor and 4
GB RAM? Certainly not. But then again, you will
have another computer running PCLinuxOS, and
one that can do service as a media server, or as a
computer that does the “basic tasks” (like checking
email, creating documents, browsing the web, etc.)
very, very well.
Openbox is not for beginning Linux users. Tweaking
and tuning Openbox involves, in many cases, hand
editing various configuration files that are tucked
away in your Linux file system. In keeping with the
lightweight nature of Openbox, there aren’t a lot of
GUI tools available to assist with the management of
those files, as there are with the bigger and heavier
fullblown desktop environments like KDE and
Gnome. But if you ever wanted to learn more about
Linux and how it all comes together, learning the ins
and outs of Openbox will be help you along that
path. If you are a power Linux user, then you will feel
right at home with Openbox, and with making all of
the manual edits to the configuration files to tweak
and tune your Openbox installation.

called Appleish. After my tint2 configuration took a
nosedive, I went with the default tint2 configuration –
of course, with a few custom, handmade tweaks to
the tint2 configuration file.

Summary & Things To Come
The PCLinuxOS Openbox ISO, created by
PCLinuxOS community member melodie, is rock
solid. It goes a long way to breathing new life into an

One difference that I did notice was the inclusion of
sudo in the PCLinuxOS Openbox ISOs.
Traditionally, sudo is NOT included with official
PCLinuxOS releases, since an improper use of sudo
could compromise the security of a computer it is
being used on. In somewhat of a defense, there is
not a user predefined in the sudoers file. Still, it has
become pretty much standard operating procedure
for PCLinuxOS to not embrace the use of sudo.
Having sudo preinstalled gives the opposite
impression.
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As we here at the magazine explore Openbox, we’ll
be bringing you articles on ways to customize your
PCLinuxOS Openbox installation. Hopefully, these
articles will show you the elegance, simplicity and
various uses of Openbox, as well as ways you can
customize and tailor your Openbox installation.

Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

Through the articles we have planned, we hope that
we take the “sting” out of configuring Openbox, and
show you the options you have for tweaking
Openbox. As you will see, it is actually quite easy to
make your Openbox installation quite unique.

Does your computer run slow?
Are you tired of all the "Blue Screens
of Death" computer crashes?
Are viruses,
adware, malware &
spyware slowing
you down?
Get your PC back
to good health
TODAY!
Get
Posted by coffeetime, June 21, 2011, running Openbox.
Download your copy today! FREE!
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ms_meme's
ms_meme's Nook:
Nook: A
A Tribute
Tribute To
To O-P
O-P
Instructions! Huh Real men don't read
instructions... they just go commando... then
piss and moan when things break.
Real manliness is measured by the degree of
pissing and moaning. The ultimate real man is
the one who ends up crying like a little girl with
a sliver in her finger, when their systems are
totally borked.

I don't want to alarm you but that machine is
getting pretty long in the tooth.

Check your doorstep. There's a box with 4 baby
kitties in it. At least there was on mine, after the
last upgrade.
Under the circumstances I don't know if this will
work at all, but it's worth a shot.

With a good red wine... could have possibilities.
We can't help if you don't give us accurate
information.

Some sort of errors means nothing to the rest of
us.

oldpolack deserves praise for his forum posts
Everyone agrees his help is the most
He explains things so all can understand
His way of thinking is never bland

Didn't you bother to read the thread before
asking?

He's a colorful character so full of mirth
Read his advice .... for what it's worth

For now, if it's working, don't worry about it.

To our friend who writes in red blue and green
Here's a special tribute from the magazine

Seriously, I have no idea.

Fifty lashes with a wet kluski noodle will force
that decision out of you.
What, exactly, do you have installed?
And why would you want to remove it?

Well, that saves considerable time.
So far you've been telling us a story about
what's happening, but we're getting no details
we can work with, so let's start from scratch,
getting some of those details.

Sometimes you have to think outside of the
box.

He with the stickiest fingers gets to cast the first
bone.
Don't do that!

I'm still trying to wrap my head around why you
didn't just use aptget install kernel2.6.33.7
pclos6.bfs11pclos2010?

Seriously, you have to follow the instructions to
the letter.
I'm trying to get you to do what is necessary.

Whatever trips your trigger. Personally I prefer
real women, even if they don't always do
exactly what you want them to do, whenever
you want.
Not picking on you, or being critical... just
saying.
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Mark's Quick Gimp Tip

©2011 Mark Szorady. Distributed by georgetoon.com

by Mark Szorady

Double Take

Double
Double Take
Take &
& Mark's
Mark's Quick
Quick Gimp
Gimp Tip
Tip

Find at least seven differences between cartoons.

The Gimp, like a lot of other photo
editing programs, utilizes layers in
order to composite images. Sometimes,
when you're working with multiple layers,
you may run into a situation where you
need to trim or expand the boundary of a
specific layer. To do this, first select the
layer. Now, from the Layer menu, select
Layer>Layer Boundary size. A new dialog
window opens. It's here in this new window
where you can adjust the layer's
dimensions. You can expand or trim the

boundaries, set the image offset, and also
set the measurement units to inches,
pixels, percent, etc. In addition, you can
center the layer's image in one click. Once
you have things the way you want, simply
hit the Resize button. In a similar fashion, if
you simply want to resize the layer
boundaries to the size of the image you're
editing, simply select Layer>Layer to
Image size. The Gimp automatically
expands the layer's boundaries to the
image size without the need to go through

Answers on Page 21.

the layer
boundaries
routine.
Selecting
Layer/Autocrop
Layer
automatically
trims the layer's
boundaries
(removes empty
borders from
the layer).

Mark Szorady is a nationally syndicated cartoonist with georgetoon.com. He blogs at georgetoon.com/blog. Email Mark at georgetoon@gmail.com.
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Ladies
Ladies of
of PCLinuxOS:
PCLinuxOS: melodie
melodie
by Meemaw

It has been Minime 2008. The primary reason was
quality. It was stable, fast, and reliable. This was
especially true for printing, as once a while it's
necessary to write and send a letter fast, and can't
wait for the printer to be reconfigured, and tested
again and again. At the time, I had switched
distributions several times.

Can you start off by introducing yourself, and
telling us a little bit about yourself? (Real name,
where you live, marital status,
children/grandchildren, hobbies/interests, etc).
I was born in the United States (NY City) half a
century ago, and brought up in France since I was a
small baby. As for many other American citizens, my
origins contain quite romantic stories.

It was running nicely on my former laptop HP
Pavilion N5442, with 386 MB ram, and 933 Mhz
processor, and the updates were fast enough,
considering there is only one repository which needs
to be used. Finally, I found many advantages, and I
discovered that it was possible for me to ask for new
packages, and so on.

I have one child, one companion, and I love living in
the South of France, close to the Spanish border.
How did you get started in computers?

With Linux having a reputation of being a realm
predominately populated by males, do you feel
that your being a woman has an impact on your
treatment by the rest of the community? If so, in
what way?

This is related to my hobby: communicating about
ecology, organic food, alternative energies, and so
on. I wanted to communicate and create a
magazine. I created a blog instead.
What drew you to Linux?
A few things. My computer was new, but the BIOS
was buggy and I didn't know that. I supposed all way
long that all the problems I met were due to
Windows XP, whereas only part of the problems
were due to it.
I found great people on the web who helped me
install my first distribution, and also some who
helped me create my first blog,
http://meets1901.info/blog, which is about to move
again now, to a new place, at
http://meets.citrotux.org.

What was the first Linux distro that you used?
It was Mandrake 10, for 3 months.
When did you first start using PCLinuxOS? What
attracted you?

No impact at all. I feel I am a Linux user like any
other. In other Linux communities, if I don't produce
a minimum effort when asking a question, I'll get a
“STFW” or a “RTFM” as any other person. In
PCLinuxOS, I am careful too, telling what I can
about a problem when I meet one, or seek for
information, and the people who answer seem to
appreciate it.
Another thing: this statement (Linux dominated by
males) is valid for all the computing world. However,
if you look at children playing games on computers,
I think we will find out girls are as much interested as
boys in using computers.
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Do you feel that your use of Linux influences the
reactions you receive from your computer peers
or family? If so, how?
I don't have many computer peers. My family lives
afar.
How do you feel you contribute to the
PCLinuxOS community?
I am very much engaged. Once in a while, I have to
tell myself to do my duties before using time for the
computer and the remasters. Being “moderator” of
the French forum, does not require much time from
me, as the people have seldom problems to deal
with, and generally are solved easily. Sometimes
English speaking people also come there to help,
and this is very nice too.
My goal is to bring more French users into the
PCLinuxOS community, and this will take a while,
because I try to do it in a way such that the people
who come to it feel like they found the distribution
they need, and also make them feel that they can
contribute, and that their contribution is appreciated.
Now there is a website, http://pclinuxosfr.org, I hope
to see a PCLinuxOSFr Wki appear soon, and more
to come as soon as it will be possible. Some of our
French friends of PCLinuxOSFr have done several
translations from English to French, (Pinoc's “Howto
translate”, and “Addlocale”, as well as “Lomanager”)
and I hope this will continue.

Which desktop environments have you tried?
Which one appeals most to you, and why?
I tried KDE3, Gnome 2, Ion3, Awesome, Xfce and
Xfce4, Lxde, KDE4, and Openbox standalone. I liked
Ion3, but then it was not free anymore. Now I use
Openbox standalone only. This is the environment I
wanted for myself, and that I wanted to share with
others, which is the reason why I produced the
PCLinuxOS Openbox versions.
What aspect of PCLinuxOS most appeals to
you?
The way Texstar leads the project. He decides, but
he takes care of getting the community's opinion
about one thing or another once a while. There is
this organization of the forum that makes the
community very much alive, the request packages
section, the Fun boards, the International boards,
the mailing lists, and this possibility for anyone who
wants to make his own version starting from any
other.

Have you helped install PCLinuxOS on a friend's
or family member's computer? What has been
their response to PCLinuxOS, after having time
to learn and adjust to the new OS?
I have installed it to several people's machines
recently. They have had no problem with it. One got
a full Openbox version, the 2 other ones a
PCLinuxOS Openbox Bonsai that I had completed
with more programs. Two of theses persons are
French. One is a young woman who was more used
to Windows (more than 10 years using Windows).
Another is an English man who lives in France. I put
an English version on his machine, of course.
Their response: just perfect! I had to help them a few
times, but not much. I have also pointed to the forum
and documentations. They found it easy to handle
and use. The young woman loves the pink color,
red, and purple. I helped her setup her background,
a pink theme in Firefox, pink icons with the icon
theme (LilaU Icon Theme). She has been happy
ever since with her PCLinuxOS.

Would you recommend PCLinuxOS to a friend?
I recommend it to all people, each time I get an
opportunity.

LinPC.us
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Forum
Forum Foibles
Foibles

Hot
Hot Time
Time In
In The
The Ol'
Ol' Forum
Forum Tonight
Tonight

Late last night when the forum was all asleep
I woke up and in there I did creep
I saw the biggest bull when I took a peep
Having a hot time in the old forum tonight

He had a flask and took a little snort
It's all true just as I report
He gave a little burp oh what a sport
Having a hot time in the old forum tonight

Strutting through the forum went this bull geek
All the greasy bacon was what he did seek
I'm telling you this bull really is unique
Having a hot time in the old forum tonight

The users awoke to see this bull so hep
He was a dancing the Texas Two Step
Then they all joined in the place was full of pep
Having a hot time in the old forum tonight

BULL SIGHTINGS

MP3

OGG

BULL CITINGS

I know times are hard. Thanks to everyone renewing their account for
another year.

It is a good idea to read the software announcements area.

I hate it when stuff happens to other people but not me on my systems.
Kinda makes it hard to offer a fix when it isn't broken for me.

On this forum, if at first you don't succeed, you'll get a lot of free advice
from folks who didn't succeed either.

Thank gawd! It's about time. Whew!

It is like everything is in ram which basically it is.
Have you updated today?

My only goals for PCLinuxOS is to share it with friends who might like it
too, have some good fun and to carve out a modest living doing
something I love to do.

If this Linux stuff makes sense to me and it makes sense to you, then I
know we're both high.

I think there is some kind of disease affecting some Linux users ability
to read and comprehend at the same time.
For Sale: Large Collection of Shoes. Some one of a kind.
Contact Texstar for details.
Why you gotta go and tell everything you know?
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Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

Posted by djohnston, June 9, 2011, running LXDE.
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Using
Using Scribus,
Scribus, Part
Part 7:
7: Add
Add a
a Little
Little Flair!
Flair!
by Meemaw
I’m sure that by now, your newsletter or brochure
has everything it needs to be printed or epublished.
However, if you haven’t added any extras to dress
up your document a little, maybe some of these
ideas will help make your document ‘pop.’ You don’t
have to fill your pages with everything, but a few
accents here and there will make things more
interesting.
Graphics
Many of your articles probably have photos, but
what about that page with purely informational
pieces that are
graphicsfree?
Sometimes the page
will have a spot or two
that look bare, even
though there are
several articles.
Sometimes you don’t
want to start another
article on that page, but
prefer to start on a new
page, and you have
room left over.
Magazines, even this
one, have ads they can
put in the open spaces,
but in your newsletter,
you may not sell ads, so
you could find some
graphics, clipart or even
logos that will fill a small
space and dress up
your document.

However, take care not to fill up every single inch
with text or graphics, or jam your articles so close
together that they are unreadable. Leave a little
‘white space’ so as not to overwhelm your reader.
White space is a design element, too.
Fonts
A font that is different from all the rest can draw the
reader’s eye. If you have a notice or announcement
you want everyone to read, you might put the title in
a different font to draw the reader’s eye to that
announcement. However, be careful, since the use
of too many ‘different fonts’ can have the adverse
effect of making your newsletter difficult to read.

In the example below, there are only two fonts that
differ from the ‘regular’ title and body fonts. They are
the top and bottom titles.
Also, if you are announcing an event you want
people to attend, make sure the “Who, What,
Where, When and Why” are in a prominent place so
your readers won’t have to search for it. I actually
read an announcement recently for a local meeting
which did NOT include the date of the meeting! If the
writer had put those items in a prominent place
rather than the body of the notice, he probably would
have seen that the date was missing. (Yes, he got
loads of calls.) In the newsletter above, I just gave
the date and location of the Annual Meeting.
However, another thing I use Scribus for is the
invitation postcards for the
same event, which will have
a section where the date,
place and time are clearly
listed. Another use is an
advertising flyer or
brochure, where the facts
should be more clearly
stated.
Borders
Borders can draw the
reader’s eye as well. You
can put a border around an
article on a page that you
want to emphasize. Some
of my newsletter pages
have two articles with
borders, but the more
important one is usually
surrounded by the darker or
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thicker border. In the example, the contest winners
are the information that I wanted to be emphasized,
so that article has the thicker border.

choose the other colors you use so they don’t clash
with the colors of the logo. That way your finished
document will look unified. If your main logo has
very bright colors, the choice of complementary
colors is especially important.

computer or printed and mailed. I have some
members that want theirs sent by email and, for the
rest of the members, it is printed in black ink on
colored paper and mailed. The photos have to be
bright and clear enough to be seen either way.

Choose your photos so they are bright enough to be
easily viewed whether the document is viewed on a

Next month we’ll examine a few more items you
need to complete your project.

Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

Borders can be any design from a very thin line to
starbursts or thick polygons. If you want some
information to stand out, use the starburst or a thick
polygon, keeping in mind not to overwhelm your
information with the border design.
Color
If you are doing a newsletter or brochure you may
want your company logo on it. Make an effort to

Posted by brilz, June 10, 2011, running KDE 4.
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Openbox:
Openbox: Edit
Edit rc.xml
rc.xml To
To Gain
Gain Control
Control
by Paul Arnote (parnote)
Last November, we covered the lxderc.xml file,
back when we were covering the LXDE desktop.
Since LXDE uses Openbox as its window manager,
a lot of the information we covered then is also
applicable to the Openbox release of PCLinuxOS.
Openbox uses a file similar to that used by LXDE,
called rc.xml. The file, stored in your
/home/username/.config/openbox folder, is
responsible for helping define various aspects of
how your windows are displayed on the screen,
mousebindings, keybindings, and many other
settings. You will have to enable the display of
hidden files in your file manager in order to see the
hidden folder.
So that you can tweak, tune and customize your
Openbox installation fully and completely, let’s take
a look at the different sections of the rc.xml file, as
well as some things you can do with it.
Basic File Structure
As you might have already guessed, the rc.xml file
uses the XML format, which stands for Extensible
Markup Language. XML is very much like HTML.
Just like with HTML, the command sets have
opening and closing statements, or tags. For
example, to make bold text in HTML, you would use
<b>some text here</b>, placing the text you want to
make bold between the <b> and </b> tags.

In XML, every opening tag has a closing tag. So, if
you have a <keybind something something> tag,
you will also have a </keybind> tag to close it out.
XML commands can also be nested (and most often
are), as this excerpt from the rc.xml file shows:
<keybind key="CAx">
<action name="Execute">
<command>xchat</command>
</action>
</keybind>

As you can see, the nested commands in XML work
from the outside to the middle, then back out again.
In the excerpt above, we start with the keybinding
tag (<keybind …>), define the keys on the keyboard
to use (CAx), specify the action to take when those
keys are pressed (Execute), specify the command to
execute (<command>xchat), then we back our way
out, closing out the command tag (</command>),
then closing out the action tag (</action>), then
closing out the keybind tag (</keybind>). Failure to
close out the tags, or closing out the tags in the
wrong order, will result in a corrupt XML file. Typos
and misspellings will also result in a corrupt XML file.
So, double check everything before you save the
file! In fact, it would be a prudent decision to make a
backup copy of your original, unaltered rc.xml file.
This way should something go horribly wrong, you
can always restore your computer to a previous
working state, simply by replacing the bad rc.xml file
with one that you know works.

Fortunately, the text editor that comes installed on
the PCLinuxOS Openbox releases is Geany, which
is very good at syntax highlighting. While it may not
initially seem like a really big deal, syntax
highlighting in a text editor can save you hours of
debugging time, in the event that you end up with a
corrupt XML file. Since the highlighting is done “on
the fly,” it’s also easy and quick to see if you have
made any mistakes as you are typing the
commands.
You may notice comments interspersed throughout
the rc.xml file. Comment lines are those that look like
this:
<! comment placed here >

If you make additions to your rc.xml file, it would be
a great idea to also insert your own comments. Six
months after you make changes or additions, you
may not remember exactly what you did, unless you
left yourself a “calling card” of sorts, in the form of a
comment that describes what you did. Also, the
comments that are built into the default rc.xml file
can go a long way in helping you understand what to
do in any given section of the file.
When you open up the rc.xml file, you will notice that
the first tag in the file starts off <openboxconfig
something something>. This means that the last tag
in the rc.xml file will be </openboxconfig>, to close
out the rc.xml file. In between will be all of the other
XML tags that define the Openbox options.
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First Section: Resistance

Second Section: Focus

Think of the resistance setting as how hard you have
to push a window on your screen against the screen
edge before it moves that window to the next virtual
desktop. The higher the number, the harder you
have to “push” before that window will move to the
next desktop. Here are the default settings in the
installed Openbox:

The second section of rc.xml deals with how
Openbox focuses the windows on your desktop.
There are a number of options you can choose from.
Here is the “focus” section from my installation of
Openbox:

<resistance>
<strength>10</strength>

<focus>
<focusNew>yes</focusNew>

<screen_edge_strength>20

<! always try to focus new windows
when they appear. other rules do
apply >

</screen_edge_strength>

<followMouse>no</followMouse>

</resistance>

The “strength” setting determines how much
resistance there is between adjacent windows,
before one is allowed to overlap the other. The
“screen_edge_strength” setting determines how
much resistance there is at the screen edge, before
allowing the selected window to move to the next
desktop.
On my copy of Openbox, I’ve changed the strength
to 50, and the screen_edge_strength setting to 100.
This requires me to push fairly hard against the
screen edge, before the window moves over to the
next desktop. I’ve done this because sometimes I
simply want a window positioned at the screen edge,
and not moved to another desktop.

<! move focus to a window when you
move the mouse into it >
<focusLast>no</focusLast>
<! focus the last used window when
changing desktops, instead of the one
under the mouse pointer. when
followMouse is enabled >
<underMouse>no</underMouse>
<! move focus under the mouse, even
when the mouse is not moving >
<focusDelay>200</focusDelay>
<! when followMouse is enabled, the
mouse must be inside the window for

this many milliseconds (1000 = 1 sec)
before moving focus to it >
<raiseOnFocus>no</raiseOnFocus>
<! when followMouse is enabled, and
a window is given focus by moving the
mouse into it, also raise the window
>
</focus>

To start with, the “FocusNew” setting tells Openbox
to automatically focus on any new windows that are
displayed on your desktop. The “followMouse”
setting tells Openbox to change the window focus to
the window under your mouse. The default setting
here is “yes,” but I have changed that to “no.”
The “focusLast” setting only has an effect when
“followMouse” is enabled, or set to “yes.” The default
value for “focusLast” is “no.” Changing it to “yes” will
automatically refocus the last active window on a
different desktop, instead of allowing the focus to
change to whichever window is currently under your
mouse pointer.
With the “underMouse” setting, the window focus is
moved to the window under the mouse, even if the
mouse isn’t moving. The default value is “no.” The
“focusDelay” setting selects the number of
milliseconds delay before the window is focused
when moving a mouse into a window. The default
value is 200 ms. The “raiseOnFocus” setting causes
the window receiving the focus to be raised to the
top, automatically. The default setting is set to “no.”
These three settings are dependent on the
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“followMouse” setting, and if the “followMouse”
setting is turned off (set to “no”), then these settings
effectively do nothing.
Third Section: Placement
The “Placement” section of the rc.xml file tells
Openbox how to place the windows on your
desktop. The default values are shown below:
<placement>
<policy>Smart</policy>
<! 'Smart' or 'UnderMouse' >
<center>yes</center>
<! whether to place windows in
the center of the free area found
or the top left corner >
<monitor>Active</monitor>
</placement>

You can choose whether the windows are placed
under the mouse, or if Openbox places the windows
(the “smart” policy). You can also determine if the
windows are centered on your desktop or not, by
changing the “center” setting.

Fourth Section: Theme
The “Theme” section of rc.xml tells Openbox what
theme to use when displaying your windows, as well
as what options (fonts, window decorations, window
decoration order, etc.) to use. Below is a snippet of
the theme section of the rc.xml file:
<theme>
<name>Appleish</name>
<titleLayout>NSLIMC</titleLayout>
<!
avaible characters are NDSLIMC,
each can occur at most once.
N: window icon
L: window label (AKA title).
I: iconify
M: maximize
C: close
S: shade (roll up/down)
D: omnipresent (on all desktops).
>
<keepBorder>yes</keepBorder>
<animateIconify>yes</animateIconify>
<font place="ActiveWindow">
<name>Liberation Sans</name>
<size>10</size>

<! font size in points >

<weight>Bold</weight>

<! 'bold' or 'normal' >
<slant>Normal</slant>

<! 'italic' or 'normal' >
</font>
...

The first setting, “name,” tells Openbox which theme
I’ve chosen to use. In my case, that is the “Appleish”
theme, which I installed via Synaptic.
The next setting, “titleLayout,” tells Openbox which
window decorations you want to have displayed on
the window title bar, along with the placement of
those decorations. Fortunately, there is a “key”
provided in the comments of this section of the
rc.xml file. Each character can be used only once in
any given theme.
The “keepBorder” setting tells Openbox if it should
keep the window borders if window decorations are
turned off. The default value here is “yes.” The
“animateIconify” setting enables a slight animation
feature when the windows are minimized to the
panel. The default setting is “yes.”
Next, we specify the attributes of the various text
parts of the theme. Starting with the title bar of the
“ActiveWindow,” we specify the “name” of the font,
“size” of the font, “weight” of the font, and the “slant”
of the font. We repeat this for each of the following:
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InactiveWindow, MenuHeader, MenuItem and
OnScreenDisplay.

<name>Earth</name>

We’ll discuss themes in more depth, a little later, in a
separate article.

</names>

Fifth Section: Desktops
As you may guess, this section of the rc.xml file
specifies the details about your virtual desktops.
<desktops>
<! this stuff is only used at
startup, pagers allow you to change
them during a session
these are default values to use when
other ones are not already set by
other applications, or saved in your
session
use obconf if you want to change these
without having to log out and back in
>
<number>4</number>
<firstdesk>1</firstdesk>
<names>
<name>Water</name>
<name>Fire</name>

<name>Air</name>

<popupTime>500</popupTime>
<! The number of milliseconds to
show the popup for when switching
desktops. Set this to 0 to disable the
popup. >
</desktops>

The first setting, “number,” sets the number of virtual
desktops available. The “firstdesk” setting specifies
which desktop should be displayed when Openbox
is first started. Under the “names” setting, you can
give a name to each of your virtual desktops. You
can give them any name you want. You can call
them the names of your children, give them
philosophical names, or keep it simple and give
them numbers. By default, they are named Water,
Fire, Earth and Air. The last setting, “popupTime,”
setts the number of milliseconds to show the popup
window on your screen, when changing desktops.
The default setting is 500 ms, or onehalf second.
Sixth Section: Resize
The “Resize” section governs how Openbox displays
windows when you are resizing or moving windows.
Below is the “resize” section of the rc.xml file, with all
the default values displayed:

<resize>
<drawContents>yes</drawContents>
<popupShow>NonPixel</popupShow>
<! 'Always', 'Never', or 'Nonpixel'
(xterms and such) >
<popupPosition>Center</popupPosition>
<! 'Center' or 'Top' >
<popupFixedPosition>
<x>0</x>
<y>0</y>
</popupFixedPosition>
</resize>

The “drawContents” setting tells Openbox to redraw
the program inside the window whenever you are
resizing or moving the window. The “popupShow”
setting, set to “NonPixel,” only displays a popup
window on the screen when the resizing window
specifies that it is being resized more than one pixel.
The popup window shows the screen coordinates for
the resized window, along with the pixel size of the
window. This usually applies to terminals. You can
also set the “popupShow” setting to always be
displayed, or to never be displayed.
The “popupPosition” setting allows you to specify the
location where the popup window will appear. With
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the default setting of “center,” the popup window is
displayed at the center of the window being resized
or moved. The other choices are “top,” where the
popup window is displayed above window’s title bar,
or “fixed,” where the popup window is displayed at a
location defined by “popupFixedPosition.” The latter
accounts for the two settings, x and y, under the
“popupFixedPosition” setting.
Seventh Section: Margins
The “margins” section of the rc.xml file literally
creates margins on your screen.
<margins>
<top>1</top>
<bottom>2</bottom>
<left>2</left>
<right>2</right>
</margins>

Specify the number of pixels you want to have as a
screen margin in the top, bottom, left and right
settings, and no items (except for wallpaper) will be
drawn in those areas of your screen.

Eighth Section: Dock
Openbox makes good use of items from other
desktops and window managers, and allows you to
use any number of dockapps that are available for
WindowMaker, Xfce, KDE, Gnome, and many
others. You can find a whole slew of dockapps
available for use with Openbox at dockapps.org. The
“dock” section of the rc.xml file helps govern their
placement, and is in effect only if you are running a
dockapp.
<dock>
<position>TopLeft</position>
<! (Top|Bottom)(Left|Right|)
|Top|Bottom|Left|Right|Floating >
<floatingX>0</floatingX>
<floatingY>0</floatingY>
<noStrut>yes</noStrut>
<stacking>Above</stacking>
<! 'Above', 'Normal', or 'Below' >
<direction>Horizontal</direction>
<! 'Vertical' or 'Horizontal' >
<autoHide>no</autoHide>
<hideDelay>300</hideDelay>

<! in milliseconds (1000 = 1 second)
>
<showDelay>300</showDelay>
<! in milliseconds (1000 = 1 second)
>
<moveButton>Middle</moveButton>
<! 'Left', 'Middle', 'Right' >
</dock>

The “position” setting allows you to set where the
dockapp appears. The default value is TopLeft.
Other possibilities are TopRight, BottomLeft,
BottomRight, Top, Bottom, Left, Right or Floating. If
you select floating, then the next two settings,
floatingX and floatingY set the horizontal and vertical
positioning, respectively.
The “noStrut” setting allows windows to be placed
over the dockapp. The “stacking” setting determines
which layer of the desktop to place the dockapp.
You can decide if your dockapps are positioned in a
vertical or horizontal row with the “direction” setting.
By toggling the “autoHide” setting (the default is
“no”), you can cause your dockapps to automatically
hide until you mouse over their position. If the
“autoHide” setting is activated, then the “hideDelay”
and “showDelay” settings are activated. The setting
for both are in milliseconds, and the default value is
300 ms.
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Finally, the “moveButton” setting determines which
mouse button to use to move the dockapp to a new
location on your desktop. The default value is
“Middle.”

<dialog>no</dialog>
<wrap>yes</wrap>
</action>

Ninth Section: Keyboard

</keybind>

The “keyboard” section is typically the largest
section of the rc.xml file, and one where you can
make some very interesting changes in the
functionality of Openbox. Below is an excerpt from
the first few lines of the keyboard section of my
rc.xml file:

<keybind key="CF1">

<keyboard>
>

<! Keybindings for desktop switching
<keybind key="CALeft">
<action name="DesktopLeft">
<dialog>no</dialog>
<wrap>yes</wrap>
</action>
</keybind>
<keybind key="CARight">
<action name="DesktopRight">

<action name="Desktop">
<desktop>1</desktop>
</action>
</keybind>

I previously covered keybindings fairly thoroughly in
the November, 2010 article LXDE: Meet The Heart &
Soul – lxderc.xml. Since LXDE uses Openbox as its
window manager, the information in that article
applies equally to the Openbox rc.xml file. Instead of
repeating all of that information here, I’ll simply refer
you to that article for a more complete discussion of
keybindings.
One thing that I did find in my installation of
Openbox were keybindings that were either
duplicated, or that are assigned to keystroke
combinations that typically are reserved for other
functions. For example, for the “DesktopLeft” and
“DesktopRight” settings in my excerpt above, the
default values are defined as CLeft (Control key +
Left cursor key) and CRight (Control key + Right
cursor key), respectively. However, those keystroke

combinations are typically reserved for use in word
processing programs to move your cursor through
your document one word at a time. Thus, I changed
my keybindings for “DesktopLeft” and
“DesktopRight” to CALeft (Control key + Alt key +
Left cursor key) and CARight (Control key + Alt key
+ Right arrow key). This preserves the proper
functioning of the original keystroke combination for
use in my word processing programs.
Another dubious keybinding (for me, at least) is the
definition of the Cw (Control key + “w” key) to
execute the “ShowMenu” function, that brings up a
menu displaying all of the desktops and the
applications running on each one. I typically use the
Cw key to close out child windows in an application,
like individual tabs in my web browsers. I simply
changed my keybindings so that CAw executes the
“ShowMenu” function, preserving the use of Cw for
what I normally use it for.
Additionally, many keybindings are defined to use
the Super key (a.k.a. the Windows key). However,
my IBM T23 does not have a Super key, so those
keystroke combinations are impossible for me to
use. Instead, I changed those keybindings that use
the Super key to keybindings that use Control + Alt.
One real beauty of the “keyboard” section of the
rc.xml file is that I can change the keystroke
combinations used so that they are more closely
tailored to how I tend to work with my computer, and
to better fit the configuration of my hardware. For the
predefined keybindings that use the the Super key to
launch programs I never or rarely use, or that
perform tasks that I customarily don’t perform from
the keyboard, I simply left them unchanged.
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Another real beauty of the “keyboard” section is that
if there is a bash script you like to routinely run, you
can assign it a keybinding so that it is only a
keystroke or two away from execution.
I recommend that you study how the keybinding
section is set up. It won’t take long before you catch
on to the format and start coming up with your own
custom keybindings. If you want more information on
keybindings, you can visit the Openbox Wiki entry
on keybindings, where there is a complete
breakdown of all of the keybinding settings. We’ll
also be mentioning keybindings later on, in other
Openbox articles in The PCLinuxOS Magazine.
Tenth Section: Mouse
Under the “mouse” section of the rc.xml file, you can
control most of the settings for how your mouse
functions under Openbox. Below is an excerpt from
the rc.xml file on my Openbox installation (this
section is too long to print in its entirety):
<mouse>
<dragThreshold>8</dragThreshold>
<! number of pixels the mouse must
move before a drag begins >

>

<screenEdgeWarpTime>400
</screenEdgeWarpTime>
<! Time before changing desktops when
the pointer touches the edge of the
screen while moving a window, in
milliseconds (1000 = 1 second). Set
this to 0 to disable warping >
<context name="Frame">
<mousebind button="ALeft"
action="Press">
<action name="Focus"/>
<action name="Raise"/>
</mousebind>
<mousebind button="CALeft"
action="Click">
<action name="Unshade"/>
</mousebind>
<mousebind button="ALeft"
action="Drag">
<action name="Move"/>

<doubleClickTime>200</doubleClickTime>

</mousebind>

<! in milliseconds (1000 = 1 second)

<mousebind button="ARight"
action="Press">

<action name="Focus"/>
<action name="Raise"/>
<action name="Unshade"/>
</mousebind>

Some basic mouse settings, like how fast a double
click of the mouse has to occur before it is
recognized as a double click, the number of pixels to
move the mouse before it is recognized that you are
dragging a window or other screen element, or how
much time you have to push a window against a
screen edge before it warps to the adjacent desktop,
are taken care up right up front.
The bulk of the “mouse” section deals with
mousebindings. Mousebindings are very, very
similar to keybindings, and define what action to
take when different mouse buttons are pushed, in
combination with certain key presses, depending on
the context in which Openbox detected them. The
latter is determined by the “context name” setting.
For a full discussion of the settings you can make,
check out the Openbox Wiki page on
mousebindings. Most users probably won’t find
much of a reason to mess around with the
mousebindings – unless you are a tweakaholic, or
unless you have the latest, greatest gaming
mouse with 56 button combinations.
Answers to Mark Szorady's Double Take:
(1) Man's hair different; (2) Man's mouth
different; (3) Duck's hair different ; (4) Polka dots
missing; (5) Cloud moved; (6) Word balloon different;
(7) Bottle cap missing
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Eleventh Section: Menu
As you might imagine, the “menu” section controls
the behavior of menus on Openbox. Below is the
entire menu section from the rc.xml file on my
Openbox installation:
<menu>
<! You can specify more than one menu
file in here and they are all loaded,
just don't make menu ids clash or,
well, it'll be kind of pointless >
<! default menu file (or custom one
in $HOME/.config/openbox/) >
<file>menu.xml</file>
<hideDelay>200</hideDelay>
<middle>no</middle>
<submenuShowDelay>100
</submenuShowDelay>
<applicationIcons>yes
</applicationIcons>
</menu>

The first setting, “file,” specifies which file contains
the data used to create the application menu in
Openbox, which is accessible via a right click on the
desktop. You can have multiple menu files, but as

the comments above indicate, you have to insure
that there are no clashes between menu ids across
all of the menu files. Typically, the menu file being
specified here resides in your
/home/username/.config/openbox folder. There is
another menu.xml file in etc/xdg/openbox, but to
be totally honest, I cannot see that it is used or
where it fits into the picture.
The “hideDelay” setting causes the menu to
immediately disappear if you click longer than the
specified length of time (default is 200 ms). If you
are a “slow mouse clicker,” you may want to specify
a longer time. Just remember that 1000 ms equals 1
second, so 500 ms would be onehalf of a second.
Clicking and releasing the menu for a time less than
that specified will cause the menu to continue being
displayed when you release the mouse button.
The “middle” setting causes the menus to be center
aligned vertically, as opposed to being top aligned.
The “submenuShowDelay” and
“submenuHideDelay” (not shown) determine the
time delay before showing, and subsequently hiding,
a submenu. Both values must be less than the
“hideDelay” setting, or they are ignored.
With the “applicationsIcons” setting, you can tell
Openbox whether or not to show the application
icons on the desktop and in the application menu. I
have found that this setting has no effect with the
right click Openbox application menu, as I’ve never
seen any application icons displayed in that menu,
regardless of the setting. However, it may play a role
when you use a bona fide application launch menu,
like that which you get when using the LXDE panel
(lxpanel).

One setting not included in the menu section of the
rc.xml file on my Openbox installation is the
“manageDesktops” setting. This allows you to add or
subtract desktops as you need, on the fly, right from
the right click Openbox menu. If you are working
along, and all of a sudden discover that having
another it would help your productivity to have an
additional desktop desktop, you can add it right
there, on the spot, from the right click Openbox
menu. Apparently, the default value for this setting is
“yes,” since I have that ability in my right click
Openbox menu, despite its absence from the menu
section of my rc.xml file.
Twelfth Section: Applications
Under the “applications” section, you can define the
behavior of individual applications in Openbox.
Below is a copy of the “applications” section of my
rc.xml file:
<applications>
<application name="drakliveinstall">
<maximized>true</maximized>
</application>
<application name="tint2">
<layer>below</layer>
</application>
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If we wanted to make sure that it always opened up
maximized, we’d enter another line:

… (example deleted)
</applications>

<maximized>true</maximized>

This section of your rc.xml file can easily become
quite a bit larger than what is shown here. With the
settings in this section, I can specify positioning,
desktops, display states, layers and a whole host of
other options, for each of the applications you
typically run.
Call me a creature of habit if you will, but I’ve gotten
into the habit of having my web browser window on
desktop 1, and my open IRC chat client on desktop
3. I do this on all of my computers, all running
different versions of PCLinuxOS. It just one thing
that helps keep me organized when I have several
applications open at the same time.
So, if I click on a link in IRC, I really don’t want
Firefox to open up on desktop 3. It puts a chink in
my routine. With the settings in the “applications”
section of my rc.xml file, it’s very easy to restrict
Firefox to opening only on desktop 1.
In order to provide Openbox the information it
needs, it’s a good idea to run a command line
program, called obxprop. When you run obxprop,
the cursor will change to a crosshair. Move your
cursor over the window you want information on,
and click your cursor. Immediately, you will be
presented with a lot of information, as in the image
below:

Finally, we close out the “application” tag:
</application>

You can also use wildcard characters in the name
and class fields. A “*” matches any number of
characters, while a “?” matches any single character.
You are looking for the information highlighted in the
red box. You need to specify either the
_OB_APP_CLASS or _OB_APP_NAME, or both in
order for Openbox to find the proper application. You
can shorten the output by entering obxprop | grep
"^_OB_APP" to list only the information needed by
Openbox.
Now that you have the information that Openbox
needs, you can start to set up your application
specific controls. First, we need to tell Openbox
which application we want to make rules for. We do
this by specifying the name and/or class of the
application, with the information provided by
obxprop.
<application name="chromiumbrowser"
class=”Chromiumbrowser>

Let’s say we always want Chromium to start up on
desktop 1. We next need to enter the following:

There are several options available when making
application specific settings or rules. Refer to the
Openbox Wiki section on per application settings to
see examples on how to apply those rules and
settings. You can also take a look at your rc.xml file
to see some examples of how to set up application
specific rules and settings.
Thirteenth Section: Coordinates
This section of the rc.xml file is not included in my
Openbox installation. As such, this section can be
considered to be optional, since everything works
just fine without it. If you are interested in learning
more about the coordinates section of the rc.xml file,
I’ll refer you to the coordinates section of the
Openbox Wiki.

<desktop>1</desktop>
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Summary
As you can see, the rc.xml file exerts a lot of control
over the behavior of Openbox. Once you get the
hang of the XML format of the file, making changes
is very easy. Because it is so easy to make changes,
and because it offers so many options, you have a
lot of leeway in customizing the behavior of your
Openbox installation. You can truly tailor and trim
your Openbox installation to be uniquely yours.

It's easier than E=mc2
It's elemental
It's light years ahead
It's a wise choice
It's Radically Simple
It's ...

Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

Posted by Ramchu, June 4, 2011, running KDE 4.
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Glenda, Plan9’s bunny mascot,
in a space suit.

This article is not about Plan9 From Outer Space. It
is about Plan9 from Bell Laboratories. It was created
in the late 1980s as a research operating system.
Some of the team members were also involved in
the original creation of UNIX and the C programming
language.
In 1992, Bell Labs provided the first public release of
Plan9 to universities. In 1995, a commercial second
release version became available to the general
public. In the late 1990s, Lucent Technologies,
having inherited Bell Labs, dropped support for
commercial interests in the project. In 2000, a non
commercial third release was distributed under an
open source license. A fourth release under a new
free software license occurred in 2002.
A user and development community, including
current and former Bell Labs members and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology personnel,
continues to produce minor daily releases in form of
ISO images. Bell Labs still hosts the development.
The development source tree is accessible over the
9P and HTTP protocols and is used to update
existing installations. In addition to the official

components of the OS included in the ISOs, Bell
Labs also hosts a repository of externally developed
applications and tools.
Like the BSDs, Plan 9 is an operating system kernel
and a collection of application programs. Most of the
software is written for Plan 9 rather than ported from
Unix or other systems. It was the first operating
system with complete support for the UTF8 Unicode
character set encoding. The graphics display
capabilities are built into the kernel, rather than
relying on an external server or user space. It is
sometimes difficult to port external software to Plan
9. In particular, Plan 9 has no fullfeatured web
browser.
Before UNIX, most operating systems had different
mechanisms for accessing different types of devices.
For example, the application programming interface
(API) to access a disk drive was different from the
API used to operate a printer. Unix attempted to
remove these distinctions by performing all
input/output operations via disk inodes. Every device
driver was required to support read and write
operations as a means of control. This allowed users
to send data from one device to another without
being aware of the underlying implementation
details. However, as new features like the X Window
System were developed, they were implemented
outside of the file system. New hardware features,
such as the ability to eject a CD in software, also
encouraged the use of hardwarespecific control
mechanisms. The Plan 9 research project rejected
these different approaches and returned to the file
systemcentric view of the system. Each Plan 9
program views all available resources, including
networking and the userinterface resources, such
as the window it is running in, as part of the

hierarchical file system, rather than specialized
interfaces.
Plan 9 has a distributed architecture. It can be
installed and used on a single selfcontained
system, but also has the capability to separate the
functional components of the OS between separate
hardware platforms. In a typical Plan 9 installation,
users work at lightweight terminals running the rio
GUI and connect via the network to CPU servers
that handle computationintensive processes, with
permanent data storage provided by additional hosts
acting as file servers and archival storage. Currently
available desktop computers can also recreate this
architecture internally using multiple virtual
machines.
This article will deal with Plan9 installed as a single
selfcontained system, running within a virtual
machine. The Plan 9 CD image is both a live boot
CD and an installation CD. When you boot it, a
menu will give you a choice between the two. You
can boot as a live CD to explore the system. You
can obtain the ISO image here. The system
requirements for running the OS from the CD, or
installing it, are 32MB of RAM and 300 MB of
unpartitioned disk space on a primary partition. The
installer on the CD assumes that your CDROM is
on the second IDE master. VirtualBox sets up the
CD device this way by default. For this installation, I
allocated 512MB of RAM, and a dynamically sized
disk partition of 1GB.
The downloaded ISO image is a bzipped file that
must be uncompressed to get the resulting ISO CD
image. After setting up the VirtualBox Plan9 VM, we
begin by booting from the CD. You will see a plain
text menu with the option to install Plan9 or to run
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the OS from the CD. Choose the install option.

The installation process will begin within a Plan9
GUI window as shown below. Rather than
show a screenshot for each step in the
installation process, I will summarize the
messages given. The messages
associated with a step number are
complete, along with the response that
should be given to complete that step
(right).
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE:
(text shown in [] brackets is the
default choice)
1. Task to do [configfs]: press
ENTER
2. File system (fossil,
fossil+venti)[fossil]: press
ENTER

OPTIONS:
(text shown in [] brackets is
the default choice)
1. use DMA for ide
drives[yes]: press ENTER
for yes
2. mouseport is (ps2,
ps2intellimouse, 0, 1,
2)[ps2]: press ENTER for
ps2
3. vgasize [640x480x8]:
That screen resolution is too
small. Change the options to
1024x768x24
4. monitor is [xga]: enter vga

The following tasks are done:
configfs  choose the type of filesystem
The following unfinished tasks are ready to be done:
partdisk  edit partition tables
3. Task to do [partdisk]: press ENTER
The following disk devices were found,
sdC0  VBOX HARDDISK
sdD0  VBOX CDROM 1.0

4. Disk to partition (sdC0, sdD0)[no default]: Enter
sdC0
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The disk you selected HAS NO master boot record
on its first sector.
5. Install mbr (y, n)[no default]: enter y
This is disk/fdisk; use it to create a plan 9 partition.
… you can probably just type “w” and then “q”.
6. enter w
7. enter q
The following unfinished tasks are ready to be done:
prepdisk  subdivide plan 9 disk partition
8. Task to do [prepdisk]: press ENTER
9. Plan 9 partition to subdivide
(/dev/sdC0/plan9)[/dev/sdC0/plan9]: press ENTER
This is disk/prep; use it to subdivide the Plan 9
partition. … you can probably just type “w” and then
“q”.
(A suggested plan9 partition table will be displayed.)
10. enter w
11. enter q

The following unfinished tasks are ready to be done:

/dev/sdD0/data

mountfs  choose and mount file system partition

Which directory contains the distribution?
Any of the following will suffice (in order of
preference):
 the root directory of the CD image
 the directory containing plan9.iso
 the directory containing plan9.iso.bz2
Typing ‘browse’ will put you in a shell that you can
use to look for the directory.

14. Task to do [mountfs]: press ENTER
The following partitions name fossil* were found.
Please choose one as the installation file system …
15. Fossil partition
(/dev/sdC0/plan9)[/dev/sdC0/plan9]: press ENTER
The following unfinished tasks are ready to be done:
configdisk  choose the source of the distribution
archive
download  download or continue to download the
distribution archives
16. Task to do [configdist]: press ENTER
17. Distribution is from (local, net)[local]: press
ENTER
The following unfinished tasks are ready to be done:

The following unfinished tasks are ready to be done:

mountdist  locate and mount the distribution
download  download or continue to download the
distribution archives

fmtfossil  initialize disks for a fossil server

18. Task to do [mountdist]: press ENTER

12. Task to do [fmtfossil]: press ENTER

The following storage media were detected.
Choose the one containing the distribution.
/dev/sdC0/fossil (plan9 fossil)
/dev/sdD0/cdboot (microsoft fat)
/dev/sdD0/data (iso9660 cdrom)

You have the following fossil partitions.
13. Fossil partition to format
(/dev/sdC0/fossil)[/dev/sdC0/fossil]: press ENTER

20. Location of archives [browse]: press ENTER
This is a simple shell. Commands are:
cd directory  change to directory
lc
 list contents of current directory
exit  exit shell
Move to the directory containing the distribution and
then exit.
21. (At the /% prompt) enter exit
At this point, the installation will begin copying files
to the selected file system with a progress bar
showing (next page, top).
The following unfinished tasks are ready to be done:
bootsetup  create a boot floppy or configure hard
disk to boot plan 9
22. Task to do [bootsetup]: press ENTER
Initializing Plan 9 FAT configuration partition (9fat)
There are myriad ways to boot a Plan 9 system.

19. Distribution disk [no default]: enter
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Halting file systems...done
Remember to take the install disk out of the
drive.
Feel free to turn off your computer.
At this point, we need to click the close button
on the VirtualBox window and answer Power
off the machine in the requestor window.
Having done that, detach the CD image from
the Plan9 VM, then start the VM again.
The boot menu is all text. At the prompt >
root is from (tcp, local)[local!#S/sdC0/fossil]:
press ENTER
At the prompt >
user[none]: enter glenda
23. Enable boot method (floppy, plan9, win9x,
winnt)[no default]: enter plan9
If you use the Windows NT/2000/XP master boot
record or a master boot record from a Unix clone
(e.g., LILO or FreeBSD bootmgr), it is probably safe
to continue using that boot record rather than install
the Plan 9 boot record.
24. Install the Plan 9 master boot record (y, n)[no
default]: enter y
The following unfinished tasks are ready to be done:
finish  finish the installation and reboot

Plan9 has entered a GUI
environment, and we are logged in
as user glenda (right). The window
at the front is a set of help
instructions.
Next month we’ll learn how to
navigate the system, create a new
user and update the distribution.

25. Task to do [finish]: press ENTER
Congratulations; you’ve completed the install.
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Photo
Photo Viewers
Viewers Galore,
Galore, Part
Part 3
3
by Meemaw
In this part of our series, we finally get to the viewers
that can do some simple photo editing. By 'simple', I
mean that the flip and rotate functions are there. In
the coming articles, some of the programs will have
more advanced editing, like crop, resize, convert,
and more.

You can scroll through your photos one at a time
(bottom left), and can set up your main screen to
show you your directory tree, a list of the photos or
thumbnails in the directory you’ve chosen and even
a preview of the photo you have highlighted (below).

flPhoto
I just found this in Synaptic! flPhoto is a photo
managing program. You can import photos from a
camera, import a single image, or even a folder on
your computer.
When you import a directory (folder), a thumbnail
viewer appears at the bottom of the screen.

Cornice
Cornice is the last of our vieweronly programs. It
was designed to be a free replacement of ACDSee,
and it's mainly a viewer. Cornice is written in Python,
and is a crossplatform viewer. However,
development has stopped on it. The website has the
source code, and one of our wonderful packagers
was kind enough to package it for me so I could
install it and give it a try.
Notice at the bottom of the preview, there are two
tabs, one saying preview and the other saying ‘Exif
data’. This tab
gives you lots
of technical
information
about your
photo, but is
out of the way
until you need
or want to see
it (right).

Clicking on a thumbnail will allow you to view it in the
upper section of the window (next page).
The tools at the top of the window are (L to R above)
Pan, Zoom In, Zoom Out and Remove RedEye.
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you choices as to how much you want to crop or
how small you want to scale. You can always type
<CTRL> + Z to revert back to your image before the
change.
Clicking the X to close the program will first close the
album. Clicking it again will close the program.
Imgv
This is a light image viewer with slideshow and
simple editing. When you first open it, it doesn't
really look like much, but there's more there than
you think.
Directory Browser (above) Thumbnails (below)

Other included tools are shown below. In the Image
menu, TouchUp includes Brightness & Contrast,
Blur and Sharpen. Transform includes Crop Rotate
and Scale. The touchup choices are all automatic,
so you have no choices, but the crop and scale give

When you click on 'Directory Browser', you will get
a list of everything. Left click on /home and then
/YourHome folder, and you'll see something like the
following (top right):

Rightclick on a folder to choose it (I chose the folder
'Monitor Pics/'), then click on the blue box at top left
that says LOAD.
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Oh, by the way, if a bigger picture is loaded, you can
zoom out or even move the menu to another
location. Zoom in and Zoom out are in the menu,
and if you rightclick somewhere else in the window,
the menu will move there.
gliv

Clicking on one of the pictures lets you view only it
(above).

As you can see from the menu above, you CAN
view the photos four atatime if you wish.

gliv is mainly a viewer, but it does have some simple
editing and a slideshow. The menus are a little
different than most of the ones we are used to. The
File section is, as usual, where you can open the
photos, but then the next section is Commands,
which will let you go to the next or previous photo (or
first or last), instead of having a tool bar with arrows
in your window.

The Images section gives you a thumbnail list of the
folder you are in. You can view them there, or click

on 'Open Thumbnail Browser' which will pop that
list out into its own window.
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Transformations is the menu where the editing
features are. You can rotate or flip the image or
scale down an image to fit within the window.

In the File section, you can create and open a
'Collection.'

GQView

feh
This is a CLI program which can do a lot with the
proper terminal commands. It is run from a terminal.
Entering the command feh 'path/to/photo' will open a
photograph for you (center top). Entering the path to
the folder that contains the photos puts the viewer
into slideshow mode, and you can use your left and
right arrow keys to scroll through the pictures in that
folder. (The up and down arrow keys will enlarge
and reduce your pictures.) There is a 'montage'
command which displays several photos in the
folder randomly. The general commands manual site
has a full summary of the functions of feh.

When you open GQView, you will see a directory
tree at left. Choosing the folder that contains your
photos will produce a list of them at lower left.
Choose one and GQView will let you view your
photos in a window at right.

In View, you can see your photo however you want;
fullscreen, zoom in and out, even a group of
thumbnails. The exif data is also in this menu.

Clicking the 'stickpin' in the toolbar above the file list
will 'float' the file list and allow you to view your
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pictures in a larger window. You can also click View
 Float File List or type the letter 'L' to float or
anchor that list.

Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

Next month we'll look at even more photo viewers.

Visit
Visit Us
Us On
On IRC
IRC

• Launch your favorite IRC Chat Client software
(xchat, pidgin, kopete, etc.)
• Go to freenode.net
• Type "/join #pclinuxosmag"
(without the quotes)

Posted by Galeb, June 5, 2011, running Gnome.
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Game Zone:
Zone:

How
How To
To Install
Install DirectX
DirectX In
In Linux
Linux Using
Using Wine
Wine

by Igor Ljubuncic
Reprinted with Permission
From Dedoimedo.com

game. But if you recall, I've just recently bought
myself a shiny new laptop, with the powerful Nvidia
9600GS card with 512MB VRAM. So I figured, what
the hell, it's worth a try.

Would you like to play the latest and greatest
Windows games? Sure. In Linux? Sure. Now comes
the tricky question, how exactly do you do that?
Linux uses OpenGL, whereas most Windows games
rely on DirectX. No problem. That's what Wine is
made for.

What I did was install DirectX 9.0c in Linux using
Wine and then installed Tropico 3. Lo and behold, it
works, beautifully. I can play the game with details
set to high without any problems or glitches,
everything runs smoothly and even the sound quality
is great.

I've mentioned Wine in my Linux gaming mega how
to, as one of the tools that allow you to run Windows
games in Linux, for whatever reason you may want
to do so. The results may vary and may not be
perfect, but you can still manage a handsome array
of games easily.
What prompted me to try running one of the
Windows heavyweight games on Linux was the pure
simple hardware limitation. The game in question
was Tropico 3, a fabulous dictatorship simulation
with some pretty hefty requirements, including 2GB
of RAM and at least 256MB Nvidia 6600GT card. As
it turns out, my two older Athlons both running
Windows and equipped with Nvidia 6600GT and
7600GT cards were not exactly tailored for this

Install Wine

This is simple. Just open the package manager and
install the software.
Configure DirectX libraries
This is the most complicated step of all. But do not
worry, you get everything, step by step.
Launch Wine configuration. You can either do it via
the Application menu in your distro, Wine >
Configure Wine or by running winecfg from the
command line. Once the main menu opens, click on
the Libraries tab.

In this article, you will learn how to install DirectX
using Wine. It's not simple, but it's not difficult either.
And then, the world's your oyster. I hope you will
enjoy this guide, plus you get a few dandy Tropico 3
screenshots. A full review will come later.
Follow me.
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This tab allows you to specify the behavior of
different DLLs and override the possible defaults. To
get DirectX running, you will need a long list of DLLs
listed. The first step is to click on the New override
dropdown box icon and expand the list. Search for
the d3d8 DLL. Once found, click Add.

There's a very long list of DLLs and specifying them
manually would be a torture. Luckily, you can hack
the Wine registry directly and add the desired
overrides as a list into the file, without going through
the manual process of specifying each one using the
GUI.

Eventually, you'll see something like this:

To edit the registry, open the file in text editor (e.g.
gedit):
gedit ~/.wine/user.reg

In the file, look for the section labeled DllOverrides:

It will be added to the Existing overrides list like this:
d3d8 (builtin,native).
This is not what we need. Therefore, you must select
the DLL in the list and click Edit. Then, change the
configuration to builtin only.

This is the first step. Now, we need to setup some
core files.
Setup core files
In this section, you can copy & paste the entire list of
DLL overrides required. You can find the entire list in
this great article. Copy the entire selection, save the
file and exit. The next time you launch Wine
configuration, the overrides will be loaded.

These files may or may not be required, but it does
not hurt to have them anyway. The two files in
question are mscoree.dll and streamci.dll. The first is
a module containing .NET Framework functions, the
second is a library used to install streaming
hardware devices.
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You can copy these files from your Windows
installations, if you have some, or download them
from the web. A good online source that offers these
file is DLLfiles.com.

Wine. Note: Microsoft tends to change the download
links now and then, so if the link above is broken,
Google for it.

General advice

This will start a wizard, which will ask you to accept
the license and extract the files to a folder. Choose
any folder and extract the files there.

In general, when you have to download DLLs or
similar files from the web, it is always a good idea to
stick to reputable sources, compare the file size and
hash to those advertised by Microsoft and perhaps
even upload the files to Jotti or VirusTotal for a
perfunctory scan. You can also check the reputation
of the website serving DLLs using a community
service like Web of Trust (WOT). In this case, DLL
files gets a pretty decent score.

wine directx_9c_redist.exe

Install DirectX 9.0c
Navigate to the folder and run the actual DirectX
setup:
wine dxsetup.exe

Anyhow, back to our topic, download the two files
and copy them to the Wine system32 folder.
cp mscoree.dll
~/.wine/drive_c/windows/system32/
cp streamci.dll
~/.wine/drive_c/windows/system32/

The next step is to download the DirectX 9.0c
redistributable package.
Download DirectX 9.0c
You need the redistributable package, because the
installation won't handle the online installer well.
Once the file is downloaded, run the executable with
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The installer should complete without any problems.
It will ask you to reboot, but you do not need to do
that.

Setup additional files
Your games may also require additional DLLs that
are not found above. You will discover this only after
installing them and running them, which is the step
below. If you have already found online references
that mention additional DLLs are needed for your
games, then you can install them before trying the
game, saving yourself time.

Test DirectX 9.0c
Now, let's test. Go to the system32 folder (inside the
.wine folder) and run dxdiag.exe.
wine
~/.wine/drive_c/windows/system32/dxdiag.exe

If everything went as it should, you should have
DirectX setup and enabled. You can ignore most of
the device and driver information, since we're doing
a rather decent hack here.

Setup Direct Music
If you also want to have enhanced sound effects and
whatnot, you will need another driver. The file in
question is called gm.dls and you can find it listed on
several websites, available for download. Again, use
discretion when downloading files like this. Make
sure they are digitally signed by Microsoft, with the
proper size and hash value. Likewise, checking
these files against Jotti or VirusTotal may not hurt.
If you have Windows installed, look for the file on
your machine.
Copy the file to system32/drivers:
cp gm.dls
~/.wine/drive_c/windows/system32/drivers/

For example, Tropico 3 requires d3dx9_41.dll,
without which the game start will fail. The above
subset includes only d3dx9_24.dll and d3dx9_36.dll,
but not the latest one. No worries, head to DLL
files.com and download the missing item(s).
Install and test your games!
Time to try your games. In my case, Tropico 3
installed without any problems, followed by the 1.04
patch, which solves lots of issues in the original
game. Starting the game without the d3dx9_41.dll
resulted in a failure, but once I copied the missing
item into the system32 folder, everything worked
fine.
The game runs smoothly even on high level 
considering the hacks we just did, this is impressive.
The sound quality is great. The game is stable. It's
really a pleasure. A real blast!

After doing this, rerun dxdiag and check the Music
tab.
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Tweaks
Wine prints lots of debugging messages to the
console, slowing things down a bit. You can
definitely improve the performance by prepending a
Wine debug environment variable to the wine
command line, allowing yourself even more Frames
Per Second (FPS) in your games.
Just run the game executable like this:
WINEDEBUG=all wine <gameexecutable>

Example:
WINEDEBUG=all wine Tropico3.exe

Conclusion
There you go, a perfect, foolproof tutorial to how you
can configure and install DirectX in Linux. It's not
easy and definitely not meant for new users, but if
you're willing to invest some time, you can definitely
expand the range of possibilities your Linux system
offers you.

Well, that would be all. Stay tuned for Tropico
reviews. I'm going to write both about the new game
as well as the older, Tropico 2: Pirate Cove.
Cheers.
Editor's Note: This article originally appeared in
January, 2010 on the Dedoimedo web site. It is
reproduced here, with permission. I thought that many of
the "gamers" and "beginning gamers" in the PCLinuxOS
community would benefit from the instructions in the
article, enabling the game play of their Windows games
on PCLinuxOS. My thanks to Igor Ljubuncic for giving
his permission to reprint his article here, in the pages of
The PCLinuxOS Magazine. Visit Dedoimedo.com for
more articles on gaming, Linux, and many other topics.

Looking for an old article?
Can't find what you want? Try the

PCLinuxOS Magazine's
searchable index!

Many thanks to winereviews.net for compiling a
great reference!

What more, you can make things faster even more!
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Disclaimer
1.

All the contents of The PCLinuxOS Magazine are only for general
information and/or use. Such contents do not constitute advice
and should not be relied upon in making (or refraining from
making) any decision. Any specific advice or replies to queries in
any part of the magazine is/are the person opinion of such
experts/consultants/persons and are not subscribed to by The
PCLinuxOS Magazine.

2.

The information in The PCLinuxOS Magazine is provided on an
"AS IS" basis, and all warranties, expressed or implied of any
kind, regarding any matter pertaining to any information, advice
or replies are disclaimed and excluded.

3.

The PCLinuxOS Magazine and its associates shall not be liable,
at any time, for damages (including, but not limited to, without
limitation, damages of any kind) arising in contract, rot or
otherwise, from the use of or inability to use the magazine, or any
of its contents, or from any action taken (or refrained from being
taken) as a result of using the magazine or any such contents or
for any failure of performance, error, omission, interruption,
deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission, computer
virus, communications line failure, theft or destruction or
unauthorized access to, alteration of, or use of information
contained on the magazine.

4.

No representations, warranties or guarantees whatsoever are
made as to the accuracy, adequacy, reliability, completeness,
suitability, or applicability of the information to a particular
situation.

5.

Certain links on the magazine lead to resources located on
servers maintained by third parties over whom The PCLinuxOS
Magazine has no control or connection, business or otherwise.
These sites are external to The PCLinuxOS Magazine and by
visiting these, you are doing so of your own accord and assume
all responsibility and liability for such action.

Material Submitted by Users
A majority of sections in the magazine contain materials submitted by
users. The NEW PCLinuxOS Magazine accepts no responsibility for
the content, accuracy, conformity to applicable laws of such material.
Entire Agreement
These terms constitute the entire agreement between the parties with
respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes and replaces all
prior or contemporaneous understandings or agreements, written or
oral, regarding such subject matter.

Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

Posted by tedlane, June 24, 2011, running LXDE.
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Openbox: ZRAM
ZRAM -- What
What It
It Is
Is &
& How
How To
To Use
Use It
It
by Darrel Johnston (djohnston)

# Ramzswap will act like a swap front end
if RAMZ_BACKING_SWAP is defined.

# Swap size = 25% of free memory;
#
ZRAM_SWAP_SIZE=$(($FREE_MEM/4))

ZRAM (formerly ramzswap) is a block device which
is created in your computer’s memory, or RAM. It
looks and acts to the system like a disk drive.
However, this disk drive has only one function, to act
as a swap disk. One difference between ZRAM and
a normal swap partition is that the pages swapped to
ZRAM are compressed before being stored. This
technique has two advantages. (1) More page data
can be stored because the data is compressed. (2)
Because the swapped memory is stored in RAM,
rather than a normal disk drive, read and write
access times are much quicker.

# Writes are forwarded to this device when
memory limit is reached or data
# is not compressible.

# Swap size = 256MB
echo 268435456 > /sys/block/zram0/disksize

The author of the program, nitingupta910, mentions
another possible use on his Google code webpage.
“With compcache at hypervisor level, we can
compress any part of guest memory transparently 
this is true for any type of Guest OS (Linux,
Windows etc.). This should allow running more
number of VMs for given amount of total host
memory.”
Melodie has the older version (ramzswap) enabled
on the live CDs for Openbox Bonsai and Openbox
full, “out of the box” (pun intended). She has the new
version (ZRAM) enabled on the Openbox Edu live
CD. Both versions initialize a block device in RAM
from the /etc/rc.d/rc.local file. The first (ramzswap)
version creates the device /dev/ramzswap0. The
size of the ramzswap0 device is defined by using the
rzscontrol executable. The default size is 15% of
RAM. The device can be used as a front end to a
swap partition on a disk drive by defining the swap
partition in the rc.local file as shown below.

# i.e. RAMZ_BACKING_SWAP="/dev/sda3"
RAMZ_BACKING_SWAP=""

For kernel version 2.6.37 or higher, the device
created is /dev/zram0. The rzscontrol executable
can not be used to modify the zram0 device, so is no
longer needed. Since it uses a different kernel
module, the older /etc/rc.d/rc.local file must be
replaced with the newer version. You can obtain it
here. If you use the default parameters, the zram0
device will be 25% the size of available RAM. For
example, if you have 1GB of available RAM, the
created zram0 device will be 256MB in size, leaving
you with 768MB of RAM. The default size is defined
in the portion of the rc.local file shown below.
# Swap size = 25% of free memory;
ZRAM_SWAP_SIZE=$(($FREE_MEM/4))
echo $(($ZRAM_SWAP_SIZE * 1024 * 1024)) >
/sys/block/zram0/disksize

In order to change the size to a fixed amount,
comment the ZRAM_SWAP_SIZE= line and replace
the string $(($ZRAM_SWAP_SIZE * 1024 * 1024))
with an integer representing the total number of
bytes. As an example, to get a fixed size of 256MB
of ZRAM, you would edit the rc.local file as shown
below.

I understand the advantages of using a ZRAM
device, and agree that storing virtual machines
within ZRAM devices is a more efficient method for
utilizing available RAM. What I struggle with is
understanding how it is more useful on a desktop or
laptop than a conventional swap partition, other than
the speed advantage.

A magazine just isn't a magazine
without articles to fill the pages.
If you have article ideas, or if you
would like to contribute articles to the
PCLinuxOS Magazine,
send an email to:
pclinuxos.mag@gmail.com
We are interested in general articles
about Linux, and (of course), articles
specific to PCLinuxOS.
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ms_meme's
ms_meme's Nook:
Nook: Hot
Hot Hard
Hard Drive
Drive
I got a hot hard drive I got a hot hard drive I got a hot hard drive
But I need PCLOS to keep away the cold
I got a hot hard drive I got a hot hard drive I got a hot hard drive
But I need PCLOS before I get too old
My mouse is really movin’ but still I need some groovin’
To keep it from freezin’ up tight
I got a hot new floppy but nothin’ I got’ll
Take the place of TEX comin’ in sight
I got a hot hard drive I got a hot hard drive I got a hot hard drive
But I need PCLOS on it I'm really sold
They told me to shove a new disk in my ’puter
They told me to shove a new disk in my ’puter
They told me to shove a new disk in my ’puter
But that don’t do no good

MP3

OGG

The told me to put some more ram in my rom
They told me to put some rom in my ram
They told me to put some more ram in my rom
But that don’t do no good
My mouse is really movin’ but still I need some groovin’
To keep it from freezin’ up tight
I got a hot new floppy but nothin’ I got’ll
Take the place of TEX comin’ in sight
I got a hot hard drive I got a hot hard drive I got a hot hard drive
But I need PCLOS on it I'm really sold
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WindowMaker on
on PCLinuxOS:
PCLinuxOS: Keeping
Keeping Up
Up Appearance
Appearance
by Patrick G Horneker
Last month, we started discussing the internal files
that WindowMaker uses to configure itself. Display
Attributes were also discussed. This article goes
more into the changing of the appearance of your
desktop (called Workspace in WindowMaker
terminology). For this article, we will use the
WindowMaker Configuration Manager, which is
called from More Applications > Configuration >
WindowMaker Configuration Manager on the system
menu. (From here on out, WindowMaker
Configuation Manager will simply be referred to as
Configuration Manager.)

This is what appears when you first launch the
Configuration Manager. There are four types of
items that can be configured from the Appearance
tab, namely Menu, Windows, Tiles and Workspace.
Tiles refers to the space where icons such as those
assigned to applications, or special icons such as
the Dock and the Clip reside. Think of Tiles as a
background to icons in WindowMaker. If an icon
assigned has any transparency, the Tile fills in the
gap created
by the
transpar
ency.

As shown here, you can select options
to change the appearance of the menu
header (called Menu Title here).
Clicking on the button below Text allows
you to select the color of the text to
appear in the menu header.
The value in hexidecimal that appears in
Color Name will be the color assigned to
whatever value (display attribute) is
being assigned.

Now, let us look at the Menu Title Font. Does the
value shown here look familiar? It should as this is
the value assigned to attributes that require a font
name. Fortunately, Configuration Manager has a
dialog box that does this for you. Click on Browse...
and you will see this (right top):
Notice there are three parameters you need to set.
The third parameter, Size, sets the pixelsize=
parameter that we saw in last month’s article on
internal configuration files.
Thankfully, we get to see a preview of the resulting
font before we click on OK, which will select the font
to be used.
When we close this dialog box, the resulting string
will represent the font we have selected and will
appear in the Menu Title Font in the correct notation.
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On the upper left hand corner of the Configuration
Manager is a Check box, which closes out the
Configuration Manager, and a “arrow on the
document” box, which Saves the configuration files
to ~/GNUstep/Defaults. The ~ stands for your home
directory assigned to your user account.
Be sure to always save your changes by clicking
on that second box at the upper left hand corner
of Configuration Manager. or your changes you
have made will not take effect the next time you
start WindowMaker. If you click on the Check box,
Configuration Manager will ask if you want to save
any changes before exiting.
Texture options for all configurable display attributes
is consistent, be it for a menu, a window, a tile, or
the background itself.
Solid Color: This option is just what it says. The
only configurable option here is the color of the
display attribute.
Pixmap: We described this option when we were
discussing backgrounds for WindowMaker. You can
use any image in the JPEG, PNG, GIF, TIFF, XBM
or XPM (The latter are X Window System
bitmap/pixmap graphics) formats not only as a
desktop background, but as a background for title
windows (including the popup menus), icon
backgrounds (or Tiles), or as a background that
displays in the popup menu. (Imagine the
possibilities here. You cannot do this with GNOME
3 menus!)

Gradient: Here you can compose your
own gradients with as many colors in
the mix as you want. In addition, you
can choose whether you want the
gradient to be vertical from top to
bottom, horizontal from left to right, or
diagonal from upper left corner to lower
right corner.
Textured: This option is similar to
Gradient, except that the gradient is
overlaid on top of whatever image you
supply. The image provides the
textured effect.
Interwoven Gradient: The first two
colors supplied at the top end of the
cluster provide a background gradient.
The bottom two colors provide the
foreground gradient. Each line in the
gradient is drawn as lines of x pixels thick where x is
supplied as the
numeric parameter
in the dialog box.
The swatch
between the
selections is what
you will see when
you commit the
changes to
WindowMaker.
We have already discussed the Workspace tab
when we discussed desktop backgrounds.

The Windows tab (above) has several configurable
options:
Focused Titlebar and Unfocused Titlebar:
Windows are considered focused when they are
active and ready to receive mouse and keyboard
input. For PCLinuxOS, windows automatically focus
when you move your mouse on them. There is an
option elsewhere in Configuration Manager that
allows you to change the mouse behavior so that
you can click on a window to make it active (similar
to the default in GNOME and KDE).
Parent Titlebar: When some applications open a
new window, the main application window is called
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the parent window, and the windows they open are
called child windows. This configurable option only
configures the title bar on these windows.
Resize Bar: Located at the bottom of most windows
in WindowMaker, this is where you adjust the size of
the windows being displayed.
The Tiles tab (below) has some configurable options
for icons and dock applications (called
Miniwindows), and for the Dock and the Clip.

The Dock and Clip allows the use of the same
options that are assignable to the Menu tab, with the
addition of two selectable colors: one color is for the
active (focused) state, and one for the inactive (non
focused) state.

International Community
PCLinuxOS Sites

The Miniwindows option has only two selectable
colors: one for the foreground and one for the
background.

With all of these options
available to you through the
Configuration Manager, you are
provided with opportunities to
customize your WindowMaker
desktop in ways you could not
easily do with GNOME or with
KDE.
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Backup
Backup Basics,
Basics, Part
Part 3:
3: luckyBackup
luckyBackup
by horusfalcon
Hello again, everyone! Before we go any further, I’d
better confess an error I made in an earlier article.
While luckyBackup does have the ability to create
compressed backups, it is not “builtin” to the
program itself  it is necessary to pipe the output of
luckyBackup through the compression tool of your
choice with a “run after” command from the
advanced options when creating the task.
Such tasks should be configured and tested very
carefully. Builtin support for tar and bzip are
rumored to be in the pipeline for future versions (a
lot of requests from users have prompted this), but
it’s not ready just yet. I’m sorry for any confusion this
may have caused.
With that out of the way, we’ll be looking at how to
use luckyBackup to perform two simple tasks. The
first of these is an ondemand backup that
introduces fundamental concepts. The second
progresses from there to setting up a simple
unattended task to help backup a selected user data
set automatically.
What Is luckyBackup?
Before we get started on how to use it, let’s briefly
review what exactly luckyBackup is.
At its simplest, it is a frontend which helps a user
define and pass parameters to rsync for executing
backup tasks. It does more than that, though, as
we’ll see a bit later on.
This does beg the question, however: what is rsync?
The short answer is that rsync is a utility for mirroring
data from a source to a destination. This destination

can be a local one or one that is remotely connected
via a network. (A good technical introduction to
rsync may be found here for those who would like to
know more.)
Installing luckyBackup
We’ll keep this part short & simple because, for
PCLinuxOS users, it really is. luckyBackup installs
via the Synaptic package manager. To find it
quickly, just press the Search button on the Synaptic
menu, enter luckyBackup in the search field and go.
As usual, any dependencies needed by luckyBackup
will be also selected automatically for installation.
Once it is installed, menu items for luckyBackup may
be found under the Archiving submenu.
Getting Started

That message in the information window at the
bottom about “profile default loaded successfully!!”
is significant. It tells us that the program has started
successfully and loaded its plain (default) profile. (At
this point it might be useful to know that a “profile” in
this setting is merely a collection of tasks. The
default profile is blank right now because no tasks
have yet been defined for it.)
Creating a New Profile
Since the first task I have in mind to create is for
demonstration purposes only, I will be creating a
new profile to keep it in. We could easily create
other profiles for other reasons. (The best reason for
creating separate profiles is to group tasks that
share a common schedule, since all scheduling is

Since we will be dealing
with user data in this
example, luckyBackup
is started as a regular
user, not as the super
user. This will preserve
the permissions and
metadata associated
with the original files in
the backup so that the
original user will still
have all their privileges
on any restored data.
Once luckyBackup is
started and opens its
main window we see
something like this:
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done at the profile level, but we’ll see more about
that later on.)

about how to set up systems the way I like them.)
Clicking on the folder icon at the right of the Source
field allows me to browse to the folder where I keep
my notes and select it.

Creating a new profile is easy  look at the
screenshot below. The mouse cursor is resting on
the New Profile button on the Profiles toolbar.

Clicking the New Profile button will bring up a dialog
box which asks for a name for the profile being
created. I named my new profile Demos. The
information box updates to show that this profile has
been created. Now let’s create a simple backup
task.
Adding a New Task
At the right of the Task List
portion of the window there
are three buttons which
trigger actions related to
tasks for this profile.
Clicking on the add button
will open a dialog box
which asks for data relating
to this task:

There are some basic steps here:
1. Name the task.
2. Select a task type
3. Select a source from which to create the backup
4. Select a destination on which to store the backup
5. Select whether to create a subfolder for the
backup on the destination (default)
6. Select how many snapshots of the data to keep.
7. Validation of the newly created task
The name I have given this is Simple Backup Task
(sounds simple enough). Next up is selecting a task
type.
There are two types of tasks: the one I’ve selected,
“Backup Source inside Destination” will copy the
data from the source into the destination. The other
type is “Synchronize Source and Destination” and it
uses a more refined method to delta copy only the
differences so that both the source and destination
reflect the most recent changes to the data set. This
can be much faster than a straight copy of the data,
and very useful for data that changes often because
of the time saved backing it up by this method.
For this demo what I’m creating is a backup of my
System Configuration Notes files (stuff I’ve learned

Notice also that the destination here is /media/New
Volume/Notes_Backup. This is on an external hard
drive in a folder I was able to create onthefly after
browsing to that drive. I could have easily clicked the
check box for “Do Not create extra directory”, but I
want to demonstrate what happens when the default
option is used. (It helps that I had the external drive
already connected and automounted.)
One last thing to notice above: the number of
snapshots to keep. I will only be keeping one
snapshot, since this task is for demonstration only.
Some of you are probably wondering: What’s a
snapshot anyway, and what’s it good for?
Data snapshots can be thought of the same way as
photographic snapshots  they are particular
instances of a backup task over time. Multiple
snapshots of critical data can be handy when it
becomes needful to recover a previous state of the
data set. (e.g., Say someone made a mistake saving
a Report to The Shareholders and wiped out a
bunch of important data instead. Recovering from a
previous snapshot could save the day!)
Finally we get to the last step: validation. After all
options are selected, clicking the Validate button will
put up a dialog box which shows the actual rsync
command line generated by the choices made, also
showing any errors in that command. In the case of
this example, it is sufficiently simple that no errors
were generated.
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At this point, clicking Okay in the New Task dialog
will post the new task to this profile’s task list. We’re
through defining tasks for now, and are ready to run
the new task to actually create a backup using it.

insurance, though, my first attempt at this task will
be a dry run:

Our first step in using a task is to include it. In the
screenshot, notice that the include checkbox for our
task is checked. (Click on this checkbox to toggle it
between checked or unchecked.)
Note the checkbox for Dry is checked now. This
means that on the run I’m about to do, everything
will be done except for actually writing the data for
the backup. This allows us to test complex or
advanced tasks before actually doing them. My next
step is to click the Run button and watch the
information window:
In the lower section, note the information displayed:

We can see from the information window that all
tasks were completed without error. All the statistics
in the top section of the window, including a list of
the individual files involved and some neat time slice
info, can be useful in debugging tasks that fail their
dry runs. As I said earlier, this task was simple, so
there was no real need to worry.
Unchecking the dry run checkbox and rerunning the
task will repeat this task and actually write the data. I
just did this, and note that the task took a few more
seconds (since the system actually did something
useful this time), and that luckyBackup attempted to
send an email but was unable to. That’s because I
didn’t bother to configure this feature, which would
be more useful for something that was more critical
or that was backed up remotely.
So where’s my backup stored? On the path:
/media/New
Volume/Notes_Backup/System.Configuration.Notes
Note that the data on this path is not compressed,
nor is it encrypted, so it is available for immediate
use. Yeah, it’s a straight copy.
A More Complex Task

This looks pretty serious! What’s that CRITICAL
warning? Not to worry  it’s warning us that this task
has not yet been run, which means our precious
data is not protected at this time. The other warning
is telling us nothing exists in the destination directory
(folder) or that the destination folder itself does not
exist. Since I created this folder onthefly when I
selected the destination earlier, I would reasonably
expect it to be there. Just to take out some cheap

Since this next task I want to create will be a
scheduled task, I will first create a new profile for it,
called Automated Demos. I won’t belabor this, as
profile creation is simple enough. The reason I’m
creating this new profile is because schedules are
created at the profile level. Since I don’t want to
include our previous task, I need a separate profile
for the new one.
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You may note, if you have to restart luckyBackup at
this point to keep following along, that the profile
default loads automatically (we would expect this,
though). Simply click on the New Profile button as
before and create the new task. Once it is created, it
should load automatically, ready to accept new
tasks. (If you need to select this profile at some point
in the future, use the dropdown list to access it.)

As before, we click the Add button at the right of the
task list, and enter information in the task definition
dialog that opens (I have already completed the
information here):

(It’s worth noting that the path for the source
includes a hidden folder. To be able to browse to
this location, once the browse window is open, right
click it and select “View Hidden Files”. Browsing to
the desired location is then a simple pointandclick
process.)
Note the number of snapshots went up. We’ll be
keeping seven snapshots of this task because the
data can change rapidly on my system. Note also
that I’m keeping this in a subfolder of my home
folder, which might not be the best location if the
task was truly critical. I’m doing this so I don’t have
to connect up a USB drive again every time this
backup is scheduled to run, and so I will have ready
access to the data locally. If I’m truly worried, I can
always copy this backup to another drive (backups
of backups? It’s not as crazy as it sounds, really, if
the data is important enough.)
Now we can schedule this task. First, remember to
click the include checkbox for the task so that it will
actually run when the schedule tells it to. Now click
the Schedule button on the toolbar:

We see that no schedule elements are present at
this time (nothing exciting about that), but we can
also see by a survey of the buttons at the bottom
that luckyBackup relies on cron to schedule its
tasks. This is yet another example of how modular
tools in Linux are leveraged to accomplish complex
tasks (but enough politics for now). What’s important
to know here is that the current user’s crontab is
where these schedule elements are added. For this
reason, it is important when using a scheduled
profile to ensure that crond is actually running. The
way to do this in PCLinuxOS is to open the
PCLinuxOS Control Center:

After clicking the button, we can see the scheduling
dialog box (top right):
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Once you are here, select “Manage system
services by enabling or disabling them”. This will
bring up the following dialog to control system
services. BE CAREFUL HERE! This is big medicine.

I have enabled crond to start at boot, so it shows
running already. If your system is not already
running crond, you will
have to enable it (I believe
PCLinuxOS does not run
cron jobs by default). Now
that this little divertimento
is done, we’ll return to the
Scheduling window in
luckyBackup, already in
progress.
Clicking the add button at
right alters the landscape
somewhat (right):
In the entries for hour:min,
I enter 13 for hour and 15
for minute, respectively.

This will set the time of execution for the first
schedule element.

This shows the first of eight
tasks I’m scheduling five minutes
apart. Rest assured I’m just
doing this for demonstration so
that it doesn’t take me all day to
show the results of the task
(after all, I don’t want to miss my
deadline here...). The backup
task in this profile is relatively
small, and should complete in
under five
minutes, so after I
add this schedule
element to my
crontab by clicking
the cronIT !!
button we see:

Clicking Okay will bring me back to the previous
dialog, where I could easily click the button to view
my current crontab, but that’s not really necessary. I
will go ahead and add the remaining seven tasks so
that the schedule looks like this:

As I’ve been typing along here, I’m noting little pop
up boxes about every five minutes that flit by really
quickly to notify me that my scheduled tasks are
being executed even though I presently don’t have
the luckyBackup window open. I’m going to take a
break, get a quick sandwich or something for a late
lunch, and we’ll check on how it’s going when I get
back.
It’s now 13:51 local time, and I still haven’t
gotten lunch yet! Oh, well, busy, busy.
Meanwhile, our tasks have all completed 
just look! (Click on Tasks > Manage
Backups to open this dialog.)
(Next page)
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Conclusions
luckyBackup is a powerful toolset for creating on
demand and unattended backups. It demands a bit
from the user because it is so powerful, and
because it draws its strength from the modular tools
rsync and cron which it harnesses to do much of its
work.

So what happened to the snapshot at 13:40? We
asked the system to save seven snapshots when we
defined the task. As can be seen here, the snapshot
for 13:40 was eliminated. What we can’t see is that I
crept back in the room between 13:40 and 13:45
and injected a file (an innocuous text file) into the
session folder just to create a difference there. I
removed that file after 13:45 again, so that the 13:50
backup would also show a change, and that has
been duly tracked, but since all the previous
backups matched the 13:40, it was discarded as
irrelevant. Not exactly what we would have
expected, but functionally equivalent to it.
Restoring From A Snapshot
Take another look at this dialog above, and we find
the Restore button in the lower left. Yes, this dialog
is the place to select a snapshot and then restore
from it. I left the 13:50 snapshot selected and clicked
Restore, which brought up this dialog (center top):

As is shown above, it is possible to make several
choices here before beginning a restore operation:
1. We may change the Restore path (to restore to a
different destination)
2. We may choose to delete any data that exists at
the destination which does not exist in the snapshot
we are using.
3. Finally, we may choose to simulate this operation
for test purposes.
I would recommend that last one as a good place to
start with any new restore operation. The log file
generated by the simulation is verbose enough that
it is generally easy to figure out if it is doing what we
might expect it to, and it doesn’t take long.
That second option is not enabled by default (erring
on the side of caution), but it is useful when trying to
make sure a restored folder contains only data from
the backup set and not any preexisting files.

We have explored how to set up simple
uncompressed backups. What we have not explored
are the many and powerful advanced options this
package possesses which can make it truly versatile
and able to serve a wider range of backup needs.
These could fill a book. What I have tried to present
here is a primer to give the reader some familiarity
so that further explorations can be taken up
individually with confidence.
As one of the tools in the Linux user’s backup
arsenal, it makes a good choice for backup of data
that changes often, or that needs to be handled
automatically and/or stored remotely. Used as part
of an overall backup strategy, it can be very useful in
helping to ensure the user is able to able to recover
gracefully from a crash or system failure.

Want to keep up on the latest that's
going on with PCLinuxOS?
Follow PCLinuxOS on Twitter!
http://twitter.com/iluvpclinuxos
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More
More Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase
Top Left:
Posted by
bones113, June
23, 2011,
running KDE 4.

Top Right:
Posted by LKJ,
June 2, 2011,
running XFCE.

Bottom Left:
Posted by
MerReady, June
18, 2011,
running KDE 4.

Bottom Right:
Posted by
Archie, June 7,
2011, running
KDE 4.
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